
Executive Summary
UNITED AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

PITCH OVERVIEW

TECHNOLOGY/VALUE PROPOSITION

UAT has a direct sales model for their clamps with 52% margin along 
with the software that communicates with the clamps for free. However, 
they have a subscription model for their additional  features such as 
the predictive maintenance analytics feature with a 92% margin. 
Keeping in mind that just the sales of the clamps is enough to make 
UAT profitable.

BUSINESS MODEL

UAT has multiple contracts under DoD for aircraft modernization and 
Future of Vertical Lift. The team also has active projects with Bell and 
Lockheed Martin for their new helicopter platforms along with a 
partnership with Beacon Works from EmbraerX. 

TRACTION

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
• 2 patents covering design and utility. Defending the features that
   give UAT the weight advantage and sensing algorithm along with
   schematic that give the team the advantage for sensing.
• A PCT and IP fillings in Canada, Europe, Brazil, and Arab Emirates.
• 2 provisonals on additional features

UAT’s clamp can save over 10 million hours in maintenance time.
This is thanks to their simple design for assembly which can be 
installed twice as fast and their sensor network that takes 
electrical maintenance from weeks down to hours.

A sensor network that wirelessly monitors wiring in real-time in 
the air and ground without the need of batteries. Capable of 
detecting over 30 types of defect classifications that affect 
aircraft downtime. 

65% lighter than other clamps which leads to weight savings 
between 50 - 1,200 lbs. 

UAT is modernizing electrical wiring maintenance in the aerospace 
industry. With over $1M in contracts and the collaboration of Bell, 
Boeing, Lockheed Martin, and others, who need to cut down
operational costs and weight from aircraft, UAT has solved this by 
replacing the outdated metal clamp who are in the thousands in a 
single aircraft, with their lightweight sensing clamp that can map, 
monitomonitor, and diagnose electrical sytems. 

Total Money Raised: $1.7M
Contract Revenue: $1.1M
Burn Rate: $30K
Total Runway: 20 months
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MARKET APPLICATIONS

Evaguel Rhysing – CEO
Serial entrepreneur with a prior exit.
Masters in Business Administration
and Communications. Over 13 years
of experience in Business Develop-
ment in B2B. 

Daryian Rhysing Daryian Rhysing – CTO
Veteran who worked as an aircraft
electrician for over 14 years until he
got injured. SAE Wiring Safety 
Committee member and awarded
Computer Systems Engineer. 

Steven Wasser – COO
Serial entSerial entrepreneur in manufacturing
with multiple exits. Harvard graduate
in Business Administration.

CONTACT:
evaguel@uairtek.com
www.uairtek.com
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